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Statement of Intent 
As part of the Forest school experience it is essential to have an open fire at times within the woodland to 

allow the children to enhance their learning and development with some risky activities. Encounters with risk 
help children to manage their coping strategies and discover and explore the world through real experiences. 
This policy sets out the guidelines to follow to ensure safe practice is a thread throughout the activity. 
 

Aim 
To use fire safely as part of the Forest School experience. 
 
Method  

Fires must only be lit after a risk assessment has been carried out and they must only be within the 
fire circle area surrounded by a wind break fence. This includes the use of Kelly Kettles. There must 
always be a trained adult present within the fire circle when a fire is lit or hot embers remain, never 
leave a fire unattended. 
 

Prior to the fire pit being built the soil or bedrock must have been assessed to avoid a fire being lit on 
a flammable surface such as peat. The fire should be surrounded by stones and not too big to help the 
fire being kept under control. Fires should not be lit close to buildings, under overhanging branches or 
on a really windy day. 

 
There must be an adequate supply of fire water close to the fire pit to ensure there is enough water 
available to extinguish the fire if it gets out of control. A fire blanket must be brought into the woodland 
to wrap round someone if their clothes become alight. Fire proof gauntlets should be kept at the fire 
area to allow adults to pick up hot items. 

 
Before visiting the area the children should have had the opportunity to ask questions and be given 
information about fire safety. When at the fire circle the rules should be demonstrated for the children 
to see. There should be no more than 4 people, adults and children, within the fire circle next to the 

fire at any one time. The best position for cooking is on one knee so you can move backwards easily 
and remain stable. Long hair should be tied back and scarves removed. 
 
Monitoring of policy 
This policy will be reviewed annually but my also be influenced earlier by new research and government 

guidelines. 


